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You don’t fear people whose story you know. Real 
listening always brings people closer together. Trust that 
meaningful conversations can change your world. Rely 
on human goodness. 

-Margaret Wheatley
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Agenda for Today

I. Basic concepts and principles

II. The Appreciative Inquiry Interview

III. Interviews in pairs

IV. Questions and Answers 
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Human organizations are vital centers of  vital connections 
and life-giving potentials: relationships, partnerships, 
alliances, ever-expanding webs of  knowledge and actions 
to meet the current challenges and needs of  our common 
purpose.

All leadership is appreciative leadership. It's the capacity to 
see the best in the world around us, in our colleagues, and 
in the groups we are trying to lead.

- David Cooperrider 
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Ap-precia-ate, v., 1. to value; recognize the best in people or the world 
around us; affirm past and present strengths, successes, and potentials. 2. to 
increase value. Synonyms: value, prize, esteem, and honor. 

In-quire, v., 1. to explore and discover. 2. to ask questions, to be open to 
seeing new potentials and possibilities. Synonyms: to discover, search, 
systematically explore, and study.

What is Appreciative Inquiry? 

ØA collaborative search to identify and understand strength, 
potential, greatest opportunities and hopes for the future. 

ØAppreciative inquiry conversations honor differences 
rather than having to reconcile them while searching for 
meaning and direction in the stories that honor and 
connect people. 
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Appreciative Inquiry is a new way of  seeing… 
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Appreciative Inquiry…

Focuses on Generates and fosters 

What is working well (appreciate) Esprit de Corps & resilience  

Engages others through stories and asking 
questions (inquire)

Collaboration & camaraderie

Shift from problem solving to possibility Dislodges certainties; fosters curiosity

A newly imagined future Level 2 relationships/interactions 

The concentration effect of  strengths Values, hopes, ideas, themes

Seeing the best in others or what’s possible 
in others 

Action
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We live in worlds our questions create. 
- David Cooperrider
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Ap-precia-ate, v., 1. to value; recognize the best in people or the world 
around us; affirm past and present strengths, successes, and potentials. 2. to 
increase value. Synonyms: value, prize, esteem, and honor. 

In-quire, v., 1. to explore and discover. 2. to ask questions, to be open to 
seeing new potentials and possibilities. Synonyms: to discover, search, 
systematically explore, and study.

Begins with the Power of  the Positive Question

Ø What do you want to learn more about? 

Ø What do you want to see more of ? 

Ø What topic, if  it were alive and present, would 
have a powerful impact on the creating a 
radically life-giving and sustaining community? 
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Foundational Principles of  Appreciative Inquiry
• Constructionist

o Co-creating a shared understanding of  events and the world through the process 
of  relating. 

• Simultaneity
o Inquiry and change are not separate, but simultaneous. Inquiry is an intervention.

• Poetic
o Human organizations are like open books whose story is constantly being co-

authored. The choice of  inquiry can focus on the nature of  alienation or joy in any 
human system.

• Anticipatory
o A vision of  the future draws people toward that vision and influences actions in 

the present. Positive image/ positive action. 

• Positive
o This principle grounds all the others. Positive questions lead to positive change; 

momentum for change requires positive affect and social bonding. 
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Ap-precia-ate, v., 1. to value; recognize the best in people or the world 
around us; affirm past and present strengths, successes, and potentials. 2. to 
increase value. Synonyms: value, prize, esteem, and honor. 

In-quire, v., 1. to explore and discover. 2. to ask questions, to be open to 
seeing new potentials and possibilities. Synonyms: to discover, search, 
systematically explore, and study.

Applications of  Appreciative Inquiry

Collaborative alliances Leadership development

Work process re-design Culture change

Team development Coaching

Strategic planning Diversity initiatives

Process Improvement – root 
cause analysis/inventory of  
strengths 

Surveys & Focus groups

Team meetings Huddles
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The Appreciative Inquiry Interview

Ø One-to-one conversation that selectively seeks to 
draw out highpoint experiences, exceptional 
moments, and what is valued. 

Ø These affirmative conversations reinforce the 
leadership skill of  asking, listening, and empowering
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Instructions for Today’s Interviews:

1. Interviews in pairs

2. Introductions

3. Total time: 25 mins (12/min person: 3-4 
min/question)

4. Generous listening; solicit stories. Be specific. 

5. Take notes as you listen 

6. Link to the interview guide is in the chat 
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Tips for Conducting Interviews

1. Probe: 
Can you tell me more? Why was this important to you? How did that affect you?

2. Let the interviewee tell his/her story
3. Take notes and listen for great quotes and stories

4. Be genuinely curious

5. Allow time for people to think about their answers; silence is 
ok!

6. If  a question isn’t generating stories or moments, it’s ok to 
move on

7. Use the questions as guidelines
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Managing the Negatives in Interviews 

• Postponing

• Listening with boundaries

• Redirecting 

• Empathy, compassion, and presence 
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Ideas for Implementing Appreciative Practices 

• Starting meetings with a review of  accomplishments

• Study the causes of  your success, and the success of  the team

• Share stories about what makes you and your team great

• Conduct 1:1 interviews with new team members, leaders, 
colleagues 

• Include appreciative questions at huddles, team meetings, 
departmental meetings

• Add your ideas in the chat! 
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An Additional Resource and a Bit of  Practice 

ØOn the AMA site, everything we talked about today and 
more. https://edhub.ama-assn.org/steps-
forward/module/2702691

ØAfter this session, congregate a group of colleagues so 
you might lead appreciative inquiry in your group (10 - 15 
mins/person). Use the same interview guide or one from 
the AMA site or better yet, make up your own!
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